Classical shares an entertaining mix of classical music, educational commentary and performances by talented musicians of Houston.

Houstonians of all ages enjoy a range of national classical music programs such as Performance Today, Composer’s Datebook, Pipedreams, Classics for Kids and From the Top, which promotes young classically trained musicians.

Classical celebrates the array of music in the genre pulsating throughout Houston. It broadcasts Houston Symphony concerts and in-studio performances by ensembles.

*Houston Music Highlight* covers performances that have local connections — whether spotlighting music by Houston composers, commercial recordings by Houston musicians, or performances by local or visiting artists recorded at Houston Public Media.

*Music in the Making* features performances from the University of Houston’s Moores School of Music and the Shepherd School of Music at Rice University.

Classical is available on digital platforms including HD Radio at 88.7 HD 2, streaming on houstonpublicmedia.org, and on mobile apps for Android and iPhone.
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CLASSICAL AUDIENCE SNAPSHOTS

**Educated**
- 189% more likely to hold a post-graduate degree

**Influential**
- 54% more likely to work as top management

**Affluent**
- 63% more likely to earn a household income of $150,000+

**Cultural**
- 411% more likely to attend a symphony concert or opera

**Community-Minded**
- 109% more likely to donate to a social services organization

*Source: GfK MRI Doublebase 2017, NPR Classical listeners*
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